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Heritage.
We are a British designer and manufacturer of exceptionally crafted taps, showers, 
bathroom accessories & architectural hardware, established in 1820. 

Integrity and provenance remain our solid foundations ever since we began to manufacture 
the finest pieces of solid brassware from our factory in Birmingham, England.  

Beginning as a traditional brass founder producing an array of high quality products for the 
home, we have built upon our industrious heritage. Now we are established worldwide as 
a manufacturer of brassware with a reputation for stylish design, quality and performance. 
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From only a brief glimpse of a Samuel Heath product, it is apparent that craftsmanship 
remains central to our ethos.  

At our historical brass foundry in Birmingham, England, products are born from an 
endeavour of time-honoured craft and advanced precision techniques, informed by 
unlimited expertise. 

With every product, each brass component is meticulously formed from the purest 
Northern European brass, a sustainable material that allows for the recycling of 
byproduct. The brass is polished by hand for a flawless finish before undergoing an 
artisan electroplating process.  Attention to detail dictates that each product is then 
assembled, checked and packed with the utmost care. 

By reducing complexity and number of components in Forme product by over 20% our 
factory is able to significantly conserve energy and precious metal.

Attention to conscious design, sustainable materials and a refined process of manufacture 
means that Forme is a more eco concious collection.

We welcome anyone interested in our design and manufacturing processes to visit our 
factory in Birmingham, England where we hold regular tours. We’ve been on the same 
site since 1850 and would love to show you around and meet our craftspeople in person.

Craftsmanship.
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Design.
Contemporary minimalism is the primary style identity behind this versatile range of 
brassware. Slim, curved spouts have been developed to enhance balance and flow, 
while a family of distinctive control options offers variety for custom design schemes. 

With refined design at their core, subtly intricate features have been expertly engineered 
to create a dynamic user experience. Brass controls in curved, tapered and precisely 
engraved shapes have been adapted by microns to fit perfectly in the hand. Considering 
how the light refracts from these complex shapes was essential in achieving both 
simplicity and decadence. 

Our commitment to beautiful form and function extends to the mechanics, where 
cartridges were re-developed to fully conceal mechanical mass across all of our deck 
mounted solutions. 

“As designers our challenge was to abide by the uncompromising attention to detail that 
is embedded in our tradition of excellence, while finding ways to refine our manufacturing 
to conserve precious metals and our factory’s consumption of energy. We are proud to 
release this beautiful, minimal and less energy-intensive range that demonstrates the 
attention to quality and craftsmanship for which Samuel Heath are known.”

- Adam Daniels, Technical Director
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Speed Forme brassware presents energy in motion, inspired by the sculpted 
characteristics of automotive and yacht design. 

This dynamic range of brassware for the basin, bath, shower or bidet presents pared 
back spouts in tall, curved profiles to highlight the symmetry of matching controls. Lever 
and T-bar options feature angular, continuous lines styled with convex faces on their 
surface to nestle perfectly in the crease of the palm. 
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3 hole deck mounted basin tap with high spout and Speed levers in antique brass matt
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3 hole wall mounted basin tap with T-bar controls in matt black chrome



Concealed thermostatic shower with Speed lever and T-bar controls in antique brass matt
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T2010 T2019

T20K14 T20K15 T20K16

Basin and Bidet Taps
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Bath Taps

T20K17-1 T20K17-2 T2020-2

T2020-1

V141-SP T20K48T20K36
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T20K47

T20B1 T20B2

Bath Taps Showers
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T2000 T2007 T2068 T2001
T2011

T2002
T2003

T2005

Showers
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Classic Forme brassware offers timeless style in motion, inspired by the iconic shapes 
of Art Deco. 

This extensive range of brassware for the basin, bath, shower or bidet presents a variety 
of elegantly slim, smooth spout varieties for deck or wall-mounted specifications. Cross 
top and lever control options in sharp, geometric shapes contrast as design features, yet 
their gently curved profiles flow effortlessly within a wider scheme.  
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3 hole deck mounted basin tap with high spout and Classic Forme cross tops in polished nickel
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2 hole wall mounted basin tap with Classic lever in brushed gold matt
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3 hole deck mounted basin tap with medium high spout and Classic levers in city bronze
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T2010 T2019

T20K14 T20K15 T20K16

Basin and Bidet Taps
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T20K17-1 T20K17-2

V141-SP T20K48

Bath Taps

T2020-2

T2020-1

T20K36
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T20K47

T20B1 T20B2

Bath Taps Showers
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T2000 T2007 T2068 T2001
T2011

T2002
T2003

T2005

Showers
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The Oriel family of Forme controls boasts four distinct identities to offer further variation to 
basin, bath, shower or bidet solutions.  All are styled in compact roundel shapes that appear 
suspended on deck or wall mounted application. 

Groove and Oriel roundels offer fluted and geometric engravings to introduce refined 
pattern alongside a variety of tall, curved spouts. The Tab roundel is a soft rendition of 
modernist design, with smooth tab detailing designed to evoke balance and flow when 
applied in symmetry.  

Pyramid embodies decadence with a series of miniature pyramid engraving around its 
diameter, encouraging highlights and shadows to interact differently with every finish. 
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3 hole wall mounted basin tap with Tab roundel controls in polished nickel
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Single lever deck mounted basin tap in brushed gold matt
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Deck mounted 4 hole bath filler with Pyramid roundel controls in antique gold
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Tab Roundel

Groove Roundel

Bay Roundel

Pyramid Roundel
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T2010 T2019

Basin and Bidet Taps

Illustrated with Groove Roundel. Other renders are available in the range of finishes on our website

T20K14 T20K15 T20K16

T20K17-1 T20K17-2

T2020-2CTRT2020-1CTR
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V141-SP

Bath Taps

T20K48

T20K36 T20K47
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Showers

T20B2T20B1

T2000 T2007 T2001 / T2011 T2002 / T2003 T2005T2068
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Accessories.
Merging practicality with minimalist styling, the range of bathroom accessories are 
designed to add the finishing touch to a beautifully designed bathroom. 

The collection is manufactured to the same exacting standards as any other Samuel 
Heath collection, crafted in high-quality brass for a heavyweight experience. 

Each accessory is available in a wide range of finishes to complement the wider 
brassware collection. 
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Robe hook in brushed gold matt
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Single arm paper holder in antique brass matt

Freestanding toilet brush 
in city bronze



N5037 
Paper holder

N5091 
Single arm paper holder

N5032 
Robe hook

N5098 
Towel ring

L5044 
Freestanding toilet brush

N5139-A, B 
Grab rail

N5137, A, B 
Towel rail

N5301, A 
Double towel rail

Accessories - More accessories available on our website
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Polished Nickel – PN 
Polished nickel is a warm 
luxurious finish which 
undergoes the same layering 
of copper and bright nickel. 
This finish is left unlacquered 
to allow its own natural 
patina to develop over time.

Stainless Steel Finish – SSF 
This brushed nickel finish 
undergoes a layering of 
copper and satin nickel and 
is finished with an intricate 
brushing process to create 
the desired texture. The finish 
remains unlacquered to allow 
its natural patina to develop.

Brushed Gold Matt – BGM 
This brushed gold finish is a 
natural brass finish which is 
hand polished and finished 
with an intricate brushing 
process to achieve its 
textured look. A layer of matt 
lacquer is finally applied to 
achieve a lasting satin finish.

Matt Black Chrome - MBC 
This coloured chrome finish is 
achieved by layering copper 
and satin nickel then a final layer 
of black chrome plate is applied 
to create this deep, smooth 
matt highly durable finish.

Antique Brass Matt – ABM 
This vintage brass finish 
has an aged brass affect 
which is achieved using a 
combination of creative and 
technical lacquering and 
colouring processes. The 
finish is lacquered which 
allows its original aged look 
to be preserved over time.

City Bronze – CTB 
City bronze is a 
contemporary dark bronze 
shade which is a hand 
applied metallic finish. An 
application of matt lacquer 
means that the finish will 
maintain its colour and look 
over time and will not patina.

Antique Gold – AG 
This subtle gold finish is 
achieved with protective layers 
of copper and bright nickel with 
a final layer of 24 carat real gold 
for a true saturated colour which 
darkens over time and offers 
natural resistance to corrosion.

Finishes.
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Chrome - CP 
Chrome plate finish is 
achieved by applying an 
initial layer of copper, 
followed by a layer of bright 
nickel and finally a coating 
of hard gloss chromium to 
achieve the lustrous hard-
wearing mirror finish.

Please contact us if you have a bespoke finish in mind



Samuel Heath
Leopold Street
Birmingham
England B12 0UJ

T: Customer Service +44 (0)121 766 4200
E: info@samuel-heath.com

samuel-heath.com

London Showroom
1st Floor, North Dome
Design Centre Chelsea Harbour
London SW10 0XE

T:  +44 (0)20 7352 0249

https://www.samuel-heath.com/
https://www.instagram.com/samuelheathofficial/
https://www.pinterest.co.uk/samuel_heath/
https://www.linkedin.com/company/samuel-heath/

